We study the Littlewood-Richardson coefficients of double Grothendieck polynomials indexed by Grassmannian permutations. Geometrically, these are the structure constants of the equivariant K-theory ring of Grassmannians. Representing the double Grothendieck polynomials as partition functions of an integrable vertex model, we use its Yang-Baxter equation to derive a series of product rules for the former polynomials and their duals. The Littlewood-Richardson coefficients that arise can all be expressed in terms of puzzles without gashes, which generalize previous puzzles obtained by Knutson-Tao and Vakil. 
1. Introduction 1.1. Background. Grothendieck polynomials were introduced by Lascoux and Schützenberger [7] , as polynomial representatives of Schubert classes in the Grothendieck ring of the flag manifold. They are inhomogeneous, multivariable polynomials which generalize Schubert polynomials (the latter are recovered by extracting all lowest degree monomials) and are indexed by permutations. In this work we shall focus solely on the case of Grassmannian permutations, i.e., permutations with at most one descent .k/ > .k C 1/, when the Grothendieck polynomials become symmetric in their variables and are more naturally indexed by partitions. We will continue to refer to them simply as Grothendieck polynomials, with the implicit understanding that this always refers to Grassmannian permutations, or equivalently to the K-theory of the Grassmannian.
In this paper we consider the structure constants of the ring of symmetric functions with respect to the Grothendieck polynomial basis. They are the unique expansion coefficients obtained by taking a product of two Grothendieck polynomials:
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Since Grassmannian Grothendieck polynomials are generalizations of Schur polynomials, the coefficients c ; can be regarded as K-theoretic analogues of the famous Littlewood-Richardson coefficients [9, [16] [17] [18] . Indeed, in the special case j j C j j D j j, the c ; reproduce exactly the Littlewood-Richardson coefficients. For this reason, we shall refer to c ; as Littlewood-Richardson coefficients for the Grothendieck polynomials. The first explicit rule for calculating c ; was obtained by Buch [2] , essentially by extending the notion of Littlewood-Richardson tableaux [9] to the case of set-valued tableaux. An important corollary of this combinatorial expression for c ; is the fact that the sum (1.1)
is finite, which is not otherwise obvious (in view of the inhomogeneity of G ). Not long after this, Vakil [19] obtained an elegant combinatorial expression for c ; by introducing a K-theoretic version of Knutson-Tao puzzles [5, 6] . The generalization of the Knutson-Tao puzzles was achieved by adding an extra (non-rotatable) puzzle piece to the set of existing pieces, which gives rise to a minus sign every time it appears in a puzzle. Subsequently, an equivariant version of these K-puzzles was conjectured by Knutson and Vakil [3] , and proved recently (modulo a correction to the original formula) by Pechenik and Yong [13] .
In the present paper we shall also consider the equivariant K-theory of the Grassmannian, for which the corresponding polynomial representatives are the double Grothendieck polynomials [7] . One of our principal aims is to recover the K-puzzles of [19] using techniques from integrability, and then to generalize them to the equivariant case. It is important to point out that our puzzle expression for the equivariant Littlewood-Richardson coefficients (Theorem 2) is not obviously the same as the one obtained in [13] , while giving the same answer; empirically, our formulation seems to be simpler, since we require fewer puzzles to compute coefficients than in [13] . In addition to this, we present new rules for the multiplication of dual double Grothendieck polynomials, and K-theoretic versions of the Molev-Sagan product rule [10] .
It is worth noting that our two main theorems provide rules that are positive in the sense of [1] : our Theorem 2 displays positivity as in [1, Corollary 5.3 ] (except we use Schubert classes, not opposite ones, so the secondary alphabet is reversed), and our Theorem 2 0 displays positivity as in [1, Corollary 5.2].
1.2. Methodology. In [22] , a new approach for calculating (Schur) Littlewood-Richardson coefficients was developed. One of the key ideas in [22] was to realize the product rule for the Schur polynomials in the setting of integrable vertex models. Namely, both sides of the product identity s s D P c ; s were expressed as partition functions in the squaretriangle-rhombus model [4] , with their equality arising as a consequence of the Yang-Baxter equation of the model. This led to a novel formulation of the puzzles that had previously been obtained in [5, 6] , and also permitted a solution of the more complicated Molev-Sagan problem [10] . In this work, we shall extend the methods of [22] to the K-theoretic setting. There are four steps in this program:
1. It is first necessary to express the Grothendieck polynomials (and their duals) as partition functions in an appropriate vertex model. In the case of ordinary Grothendieck polynomials, such a construction was recently given by Motegi and Sakai [11, 12] , using an integrable five-vertex model. Here we extend the setup of [11, 12] to the equivariant case (double Grothendieck polynomials), which can be done without any further effort, since the equivariant parameters are nothing but the vertical spectral parameters of the lattice model.
2.
At the second stage, we embed the five-vertex model used at step 1 in a rank-two solution of the Yang-Baxter equation. This is a technical requirement which allows our subsequent calculations to succeed (they would not, if we performed all calculations within the simpler, rank-one model), although it is difficult to motivate a priori. As a loose heuristic, one can view each Grothendieck polynomial appearing in (1.1) as corresponding to one of the three possible embeddings of sl.2/ in sl.3/. While each polynomial can be constructed in its own right using only an sl.2/ vertex model, we must pass to sl.3/ in order to obtain c ; as a partition function. Recently we adopted similar techniques in calculating the structure constants of the Hall-Littlewood polynomials via a rank-two bosonic model [20] .
3. Next, we write down a specific partition function in the model of point 2 and evaluate it in two equivalent ways, using the Yang-Baxter equation. This leads to the following equation (shown here schematically):
The boundary conditions of this partition function are chosen in such a way that they encode four partitions ; ; Q ; Q (as shown), while a sum is taken on all internal lattice sites. It is easy to show that certain regions of the partition function (those shown in grey) are in fact "frozen", meaning that there are only three non-trivial regions on either side of the identity. One of these regions can be recognized to produce a double Grothendieck polynomial, another a dual polynomial, while the third region is a "lozenge" bordered by four partitions. The resulting identity, when written algebraically, is the master equation (4.2) (note that we have written the partitions Q and Q in the opposite orientation to their appearance in (4.2), to avoid a slight notational difficulty which we will only address later).
4.
Finally, it is possible to specialize (4.2) in a number of ways, leading to various product rules. The freedom to specialize comes from the four partitions ; ; Q ; Q , of which any subset can be chosen to be ¿ (the empty partition), as well as the sets of spectral parameters running through the lattice (not shown in the above figure) , which can be identified. By exhausting all possible specializations, we arrive at a comprehensive list of product rules which replicates the known puzzles of [19] , while producing many new ones.
1.3. Layout of paper. In Section 2 we recall the recursive definition of double Grothendieck polynomials via the action of Demazure divided difference operators. We define equivariant puzzles as certain tilings of the triangular lattice by equilateral triangles, before listing each of the theorems proved in this work. In Section 3 we review the construction of (double) Grothendieck polynomials using an integrable five-vertex model (a trivial degeneration of the stochastic six-vertex model), before embedding it in a more general eleven-vertex model. We give the graphical representation of the Yang-Baxter equation for the latter model, which is ultimately used in Section 4 to derive the master identity (4.2). Having derived (4.2), we then take appropriate specializations of it to prove each of the theorems in Section 2.
1.4. Young diagrams and other notation. Fix two integers 0 6 k 6 n. We will consider Young diagrams contained in the k .n k/ rectangle, and encode them by their frame. The frame of a Young diagram is the subset of ¹1; : : : ; nº obtained by segmenting the border of into up/right steps, and recording an i if the i-th step is up, for all 1 6 i 6 n. For example, for k D 5, n D 10 and given by
we obtain the frame ¹1; 3; 6; 7; 10º by tracing the boundary as indicated, and recording up steps. The frame associated to should not be confused with the partition associated to (lengths of rows of ), a concept which will not be used in the paper. We shall write i 2 to indicate that i appears in the frame of . We define the width w. / (resp. height h. /) of a Young diagram as the number of boxes in its first row (resp. column). In the example above, w. / D 5 and h. / D 4.
Let and be two Young diagrams contained in the k .n k/ rectangle, with frames ¹`1; : : : ;`kº and ¹m 1 ; : : : ; m k º, respectively. Let us define ¹`0 1 ; : : : ;`0 n k º and ¹m 0 1 ; : : : ; m 0 n k º to be the sets obtained by complementing ¹1; : : : ; nº by ¹`1; : : : ;`kº and ¹m 1 ; : : : ; m k º (these new sets label the positions of right steps as one traces the boundary of and ). We say that B if 0 6`i m i 6 1 for all 1 6 i 6 k and 0 6`0 j m 0 j 6 1 for all 1 6 j 6 n k. In more traditional terminology, this is equivalent to saying that the skew diagram forms a horizontal and vertical strip. Returning to the previous example,
deleting any or all of the marked boxes in produces a Young diagram such that B .
We abbreviate sets of variables by a letter with a bar placed over it: N x D .x 1 ; : : : ; x k /:
Ordered sets are specified by placing an arrow over a letter: E y D .y 1 ; : : : ; y n / and E y D .y n ; : : : ; y 1 /:
In all such cases, the cardinality of the set will be clear from context.
Main results
This section contains an overview of our results, with all proofs deferred to Section 4. Our numbering system for the theorems is as follows: Theorem m is a product rule for Grothendieck polynomials G , Theorem m 0 is the accompanying rule for dual Grothendieck polynomials G , and Theorem m 00 is a Molev-Sagan type product rule for G . The case m D 1 applies to ordinary Grothendieck polynomials (without a secondary alphabet), m D 2 applies to double Grothendieck polynomials, and m D 3 applies to double Grothendieck polynomials with a reversed secondary alphabet. We have illustrated most theorems by explicit examples; these were generated by the website [23] .
Grothendieck polynomials.
To each Young diagram in the k .n k/ rectangle we associate the double Grothendieck polynomial G . N xI E y/. It can for example be defined inductively [7] by letting
which defines G . N xI E y/ for the largest possible Young diagram contained in the rectangle, and
if the frame of can be obtained from that of by replacing i C 1 with i . Here D i is the Demazure divided difference operator acting on the variables E y: G . N xI E y/ is easily shown to be a symmetric polynomial in the variables N x, and a polynomial in the variables E y 1 D .y 1 1 ; : : : ; y 1 n /. When there is no risk of confusion, we sometimes write G Á G . N xI E y/. These polynomials have the following geometric interpretation. Consider the Grassmannian Gr.k; n/. It has a natural GL.n/ action, and in particular the Cartan torus T acts on it, hence we can define its equivariant K-theory ring K T .Gr.k; n//. The latter is a quotient of ZOE N x˙1; E y˙1 S k (where S k acts by permutation of the N x; the elementary symmetric polynomials of the N x are classes of exterior powers of the tautological vector bundle, whereas the E y are equivariant parameters) by the ideal of polynomials that vanish when the N x are specialized to any subset of the E y. Then G is a representative of the K T -class of the (structure sheaf of) the Schubert variety X associated to the Young diagram . Here the convention is that the number of boxes of , denoted j j, is the codimension of X .
We can also define dual double Grothendieck polynomials G . N xI E y/ to be
where is obtained by rotating by 180 degrees and complementing the Young diagram , or equivalently whose frame is n C 1 minus the frame of , and we recall that E y D .y n ; : : : ; y 1 /. Geometrically, G is a representative of the class of the ideal sheaf of S ¨ X inside X , where the X are opposite Schubert varieties (obtained from X by acting with the longest element of the Weyl group; note that j j is the dimension of X , rather than its codimension).
It is known that the G and G form dual bases of K T .Gr.k; n// (see e.g. [1] ):
where h i denotes pushforward to K T . / Š ZOE E y˙1.
Puzzles. Consider the following triangular tiles:
The tile in the last column is called the K-tile, while the two tiles in the previous column are called equivariant tiles. An equivariant puzzle is a filling of a domain of the triangular lattice with the tiles above, with the rule that red and green lines must be continuous across edges of neighboring triangles (i.e., red and green lines can only start/end at the boundary of the domain). An (ordinary) puzzle is an equivariant puzzle in which the equivariant tiles are excluded. 1) The state of an edge of the domain for a particular puzzle is the list of colors of lines going through that edge; it can be empty, red, green or both.
We shall consider three types of domains:
(i) equilateral triangles pointing up, (ii) equilateral triangles pointing down, (iii) lozenges with short horizontal diagonal.
In each case, we impose the following boundary conditions. Horizontal boundary edges can have red lines passing through, or green lines, but not neither or both. Similarly, 60/240 degree boundary edges can exist in two states, green or empty; and 120/300 degree boundary edges can be either red or empty.
Here is an example of a puzzle for each domain:
in which we have marked the states of boundary edges using small circles (empty being represented by a blue color).
Call n the size of the puzzle, i.e., the length in lattice units of any side of its boundary. A side of the boundary, once we fix an orientation of it (depicted by an arrow), forms a binary string of length n in the two allowed edge states; equivalently, it encodes a subset of ¹1; : : : ; nº where we record the green edges on the two orientations of sides where they are allowed, and blue edges on the third orientation:
Observe that these subsets all have the same cardinality, say k, so that we can associate to each sequence a Young diagram inside the k .n k/ rectangle, as indicated on the picture.
Non-equivariant theorems.
Fix two integers 0 6 k 6 n. The first two theorems are special cases of our results corresponding to non-equivariant K-theory K.Gr.k; n// (which formally amounts to setting all y i to 1).
Theorem 1 (Vakil [19] ). Denote G . N x/ D G . N xI 1; : : : ; 1/. Given two Young diagrams , inside the k .n k/ rectangle, write, as an identity in K.Gr.k; n//,
where also runs over Young diagrams inside the k .n k/ rectangle. Then c ; is . 1/ j j j j j j times the number of puzzles in a triangle pointing up, with sides labelled ; ; all oriented to the right: Remark 1. One can actually consider the expansion above for the polynomials themselves (and not their classes in K.Gr.k; n//), the only difference being that the sum over is now over all partitions with at most k rows. Then the theorem still applies as written, because of a stability property of Grothendieck polynomials and of Littlewood-Richardson coefficients that will be discussed in Section 4.3.
x/ D G . N xI 1; : : : ; 1/. Write, as an identity in K.Gr.k; n//,
Given three Young diagrams , , inside the k .n k/ rectangle, the coefficient c ; is . 1/ j jCj j j j k.n k/ times the number of puzzles in a triangle pointing down, with sides labelled ; ; all oriented to the right:
We can equivalently formulate the theorem in terms of
x/ is given by . 1/ j j j j j j times the number of puzzles with boundary conditions as above, except all orientations are reversed. It is tempting at this stage to rotate the triangle 180 degrees. However the price to pay is that one tile is not invariant under this transformation; the K-tile gets replaced with the inverted K-tile:
! :
In the end we obtain boundary conditions which look similar to the ones in Theorem 1, « but in which the symbol « is meant to remind us of the transformation of the K-tile. One advantage of this transformation is that it makes it clear that in the cohomology limit in which the K-tile is forbidden, Theorems 1 and 1 0 become identical and in fact correspond to the standard Littlewood-Richardson rule, as formulated in [5, 6] .
However, in what follows, we shall not consider this 180 degree rotation and inverted K-tile; the reason is that the generalization to the equivariant setting would become rather confusing, since the weights we shall assign to the various tiles are not 180 degree rotationally invariant.
Using the explicit formulae
There are indeed four puzzles:
2.4. Equivariant theorems. Now we provide equivariant versions of these theorems. This requires some extra setup. We glue together adjacent triangles that share a horizontal edge to form elementary lozenges. Each such lozenge acquires a weight given in Table 1 , where w is a ratio of equivariant parameters, depending on the location of the lozenge, as explained in the statement of the theorems below. The total weight of an equivariant puzzle is the product of the weights of all its elementary lozenges.
We should remark that, as in the non-equivariant case, all expansions written below are considered as identities in K T .Gr.k; n//; we postpone the discussion of stability to Section 4.3. 
Given three Young diagrams , , inside the k .n k/ rectangle, c ; . E y/ is the sum of weights of equivariant puzzles in a triangle pointing up, with sides labelled ; ; all oriented to the right, the parameter in the weights being given by w D y i =y j for an elementary lozenge whose coordinates .i; j / are defined as follows:
Equivalently, the theorem gives a combinatorial formula for hG G G i in K T .Gr.k; n//.
We obtain a single equivariant puzzle:
and a single non-trivial weight where the K-tile lies, resulting in the coefficient y 4 =y 2 . Interestingly, we can instead compute G . N xI E y/G . N xI E y/ (i.e., switch and ) and also obtain a single puzzle:
This time, besides the K-tile giving a weight of y 3 =y 2 , we have to its right a tile giving a weight of y 4 =y 3 , hence the same result y 4 =y 2 .
The same example was treated in [13] , but there several diagrams were required to perform the calculation (for comparison purposes, note that our equivariant parameters are ordered in reverse with respect to [13] ).
Example 3 (see [26] ). Consider n D 5, k D 2 and the coefficient of The sum of weights is
which agrees with direct computation of hG G G i.
Given three Young diagrams , , inside the k .n k/ rectangle, c ; . E y/ is the sum of weights of equivariant puzzles in a triangle pointing down, with sides labelled ; ; all oriented to the right, the parameter in the weights being given by w D y i =y j for an elementary lozenge whose coordinates .i; j / are defined as follows:
The theorem gives this time a combinatorial formula for hG G G i in K T .Gr.k; n//. Example 4 (see [27] ). In Gr.2; 5/, calculate the coefficient of G in G G : .y 1 y 4 C y 2 y 4 y 5 y 4 C y 1 y 5 C y 2 y 5 /;
which is confirmed by direct calculation of hG G G i.
This last theorem can be further generalized to a product where secondary alphabets differ:
Given three Young diagrams , , inside the k .n k/ rectangle, c ; .E zI E y/ is the sum of weights of equivariant puzzles in a lozenge, with sides labelled by Young diagrams ; ; ¿; as indicated on the diagram, and the parameter w in the weights being given by w D y i =z j for an elementary lozenge at location .i; j /: Example 5 (see [28] ). Consider n D 5, k D 2 and the coefficient of
There are five puzzles: Summing these contributions produces the correct coefficient
.y 2 C y 3 C y 4 z 3 z 4 z 5 /: 2.5. Variations of equivariant theorems. Finally, we present a series of "variations" on these results. In principle, they can be obtained from the theorems above by applying duality arguments, but for pedagogical reasons (and because they will appear as necessary intermediate results), we shall derive them using integrability only. They involve appropriate modifications of the weights given in Table 2 . 
. E y/ is the sum of modified weights of equivariant puzzles in an up-pointing triangle with weights given in terms of w D y i =y j and boundary conditions:
Example 6 (see [29] which matches with
Then d ; . E y/ is the sum of modified weights of equivariant puzzles in a down-pointing triangle with weights given in terms of w D y i =y j and boundary conditions:
We also have an alternative expression for the same coefficients c ; .E zI E y/ introduced in Theorem 2 00 :
y/ is also the sum of modified weights of equivariant puzzles in a lozenge, with sides labelled by Young diagrams ; ; ¿; as indicated on the diagram, and the parameter w in the weights being given by w D y i =z j for an elementary lozenge at location .i; j /:
On the order of proofs. Theorems 1 and 1 0 are clearly special cases of Theorems 2 and 2 0 , respectively (noting that in the absence of equivariant tiles, the number of K-tiles is fixed to be j j j j j j, resp. j j C j j j j k.n k/). In what follows, we shall prove, in this order, Theorems 3 00 , 3 0 , 3, 2 00 , 2 0 and 2.
Definition of the integrable model
3.1. Grothendieck polynomials from an integrable five-vertex model. Like many families of symmetric functions, Grothendieck polynomials can be expressed as partition functions of an integrable vertex model. In the case of ordinary Grothendieck polynomials (without the secondary alphabet E y), such a construction is given in [11, 12] . The usual method of deriving these expressions is to translate the branching formula for the symmetric function under consideration into the language of row-to-row transfer matrices. Here we give a construction for the double Grothendieck polynomials G . N xI E y/ that only makes use of their inductive definition (2.1)-(2.2) and the Yang-Baxter equation of the underlying vertex model.
Consider the following R-matrix:
which acts in a tensor product V a˝Vb of two two-dimensional vector spaces. It can be obtained from the R-matrix of the stochastic six-vertex model, simply by sending the quantum parameter to zero (see, for example, [21, equation (9)] and set t D 0). It satisfies the Yang-Baxter equation
for any three parameters z a ; z b ; z c . For our purposes, it is useful to write (3.2) in two slightly different ways, which are simply relabellings of the original equation: 
as an identity in End.V a˝Vb˝V1˝ ˝V n /. By taking components of the above equation in End.V a˝Vb /, one can extract sixteen bilinear identities between entries of the monodromy matrix; these relations are collectively known as the Yang-Baxter algebra. Two such relations are as follows:
On the other hand, a single application of (3.4) gives rise to the relation
as an identity in End.V a˝V1˝ ˝V n /, where s i ı E y denotes the set E y with y i and y i C1 exchanged. Taking components in End.V a /, we then find that
In order to describe the action of the monodromy matrix entries, it is useful to have a canonical basis for V . First note that it can be decomposed into subspaces:
where V OEk is the span of all k-particle states in V 1˝ ˝V n . We shall use the Young diagram basis for V OEk, whose elements are given by
where is a Young diagram in the k .n k/ rectangle. We also define
It should not be confused with the basis element of V OEk associated to the empty Young diagram
It is easy to show that the B and C operators map between the subspaces:
which motivates the following proposition. Proof. We begin with the proof of (3.7). First, it is obvious from graphical considerations that h0jC.
when D ¹n k C 1; : : : ; nº, since in this case the partition function is completely frozen: y 1 y 2 y 3 y 4 y 5 y 6 y 7
x 1
x 2
x 3
x 4
This proves that G . N xI E y/ D h0jC.x 1 ; E y/ : : : C.x k ; E y/j i for D k .n k/, the maximal Young diagram. Now suppose it holds for some generic , such that i 6 2 ; i C 1 2 . Since h0jR i C1;i .y i C1 =y i / D h0j for all 1 6 i 6 n 1, we have
by k repetitions of (3.6). Finally, R i C1;i .y i C1 =y i /j i is easily calculated using the explicit form of the R-matrix. One finds that
where s i ı denotes under the substitution i C 1 7 ! i . Using this result in (3.9), we have shown that
By induction on all such i , one proves that G . N xI E y/ D h0jC.x 1 ; E y/ : : : C.x k ; E y/j i for all contained in the k .n k/ rectangle. The proof of (3.8) proceeds along very similar lines. In this case we have initially h jB.x 1 ; E y/ : : : B.
when D ¹1; : : : ; kº, again due to the freezing of the corresponding partition function: y 1 y 2 y 3 y 4 y 5 y 6 y 7
This proves that h jB.
for D ¿. From there one makes use of (3.5) and almost directly repeats the reasoning laid out above, to complete the proof of (3.8) inductively.
Explicit determinant formulae for double Grothendieck polynomials.
Proposition 2. Let be a Young diagram with frame ¹`1; : : : ;`kº. The double Grothendieck polynomial and its dual admit the following determinant expressions:
Proof. We prove (3.10) by showing that it satisfies relations (2.1) and (2.2). Denote the right-hand side of (3.10) by G ¹`1;:::;`kº . Consider first the case ¹`1; : : : ;`kº D ¹n kC1; : : : ; nº, when G ¹n kC1;::
By subtracting the degree of the polynomial in the denominator from that of the polynomial in the numerator (considering that Q 16i <j 6k .x i x j / is a common factor of the numerator), we find that G ¹n kC1;:::;nº is a polynomial of degree n k in every variable x i . At the same time, G ¹n kC1;:::;nº clearly has the common factor Q k i D1 Q n k j D1 .1 x i =y j /, so by factor exhaustion this determines G ¹n kC1;:::;nº up to a constant in .x 1 ; : : : ; x k /. An easy way to calculate this constant is by sending x k ; : : : ; x 1 ! 0 successively, from which we find that G ¹n kC1;:::;nºˇx k ;:::;x 1 !0 D 1:
This suffices to show that G ¹n kC1;:::
establishing the required initial condition (2.1). To verify the inductive relation (2.2), choose some`i such that`i 1 <`i 1 and act with the Demazure operator D`i 1 on G ¹`1;:::;`kº . Since the first i 1 rows of the determinant in G ¹`1;:::;`kº do not depend on either y`i 1 or y`i , while the final k i rows depend on them symmetrically, one finds that the action of D`i 1 can be localized to the i -th row of the determinant. It is then immediate that D`i 1 G ¹`1;:::;`i ;:::;`kº D G ¹`1;:::;`i 1;:::;`kº ; establishing (2.2). Having proved (3.10), it is straightforward to use the fact that
to compute (3.11) directly.
3.3.
A rank-two vertex model. To go beyond the mere construction of Grothendieck polynomials and study their product rules, it is necessary to construct a more general vertex model. Whereas the model (3.1) can be obtained as a limit of the six-vertex R-matrix (or U q . 1 sl.2// universal R-matrix, under a tensor product of fundamental representations), in our subsequent calculations we consider a rank-two vertex model, which descends from the U q . 1 sl.3// universal R-matrix. Unlike (3.2), the Yang-Baxter equation that we now consider contains three different R-matrices: The R-matrices each act in a tensor product V a˝Vb of two three-dimensional vector spaces, and are given explicitly by 
:
Alongside each R-matrix we have written a corresponding matrix whose entries are rhombi. The meaning of these pictorial entries, and how they lead to a combinatorial version of the Yang-Baxter equation (3.12) , will be explained in the next subsection.
It is not necessary to give a detailed derivation of (3.12), since it can be directly verified.
Let us simply remark that it can be obtained as a certain limit of the U q . 1 sl.3// Yang-Baxter equation, where one of the participating vector spaces (V b ) is now an anti-fundamental representation space. This ultimately explains the fact that the R-matrices in (3.12) have different non-zero entries, and the inverted spectral parameter dependence of two of the matrices.
Graphical version of Yang-Baxter equation.
The Yang-Baxter equation (3.12) has a natural graphical representation, which will be our main tool in proving all theorems listed in Section 2. We have already hinted at this graphical form by assigning each of the three R-matrices in (3.12) a rhombus superscript. By joining the three rhombi in the obvious way, we arrive at the following result: Alternatively, one can consider each edge state (external or internal) to take values in some subset of (empty, red, green, red + green). We construct a dictionary between numeric and colored labelings, which varies according to the rotation of an edge:
On horizontal edges, .1; 2; 3/ D .red; green; empty/.
On 60/240 degree edges, .1; 2; 3/ D .red + green; empty; green/.
On 120/300 degree edges, .1; 2; 3/ D .empty; red + green; red/.
Using this dictionary, one is then able to pair each component .i a ; j a ji b ; j b / of an R-matrix with a tile having edge states .i a ; j a ji b ; j b / (note, however, that the internal decoration of the tiles is purely aesthetic). Doing this, one obtains the graphical version of the R-matrices in the previous subsection. For convenience, we tabulate the Boltzmann weights of all rhombi in Table 3 .
Remark 3. Note that the weights are almost the same in the various rows of Table 3 . In fact, simple conjugations of the weights allow going from one row to another; in particular, the modified weights of Table 2 are exactly the weights of the third row. One could even, with an appropriate conjugation, make the three series of weights equal, thus rendering the model 1 Table 3 . Weights for the three lozenge orientations. completely 120 degree rotationally invariant; but this would involve introducing cubic roots of z, which is rather cumbersome.
Reduction to two colors.
Finally, let us explain how the Grothendieck polynomials and their duals can be recovered from the three-state R-matrices in Section 3.3. We will only show how the reduction works in the case of R .z/, since this is the case which impacts on our subsequent proofs, but a similar reduction is also possible for R .z/ and R .z/.
The key to the reduction is the following, trivial observation. Let T be a tiling of the plane using the set of tiles ¹ º. If no red particle appears on the boundary T of the domain, the only tiles used in its interior are , , , , . To see this, notice that the remaining six tiles in the set ¹ º all feature red lines, and since it is impossible to construct red loops, using of any of these tiles would necessarily produce red particles on T by conservation arguments.
From this observation, we conclude that the Grothendieck polynomials and their duals are given by the partition functions (3.13) G . N xI E y/ D where both regions are considered to be tilings by the entries of R .z/, and the spectral parameter of each tile is the ratio x i =y j of the two variables which intersect it. Indeed, we can easily verify that these partition functions are equivalent to those studied in Section 3.1, up to an affine transformation of the tiles (rotation by 90 degrees, followed by a 30 degree shearing).
Proofs of the main theorems
In what follows, we use an abbreviated notation to describe the parametrization of the weights of puzzles: we write the name of the alphabet, the arrow indicating as usual the ordering of the indices. For example, the figures of Theorems 2 and 2 00 become respectively 
The Young diagrams and are specified by binary strings consisting of green particles and empty sites, while and are specified by binary strings of empty sites and red particles. All Young diagrams live in a k .n k/ rectangle. Assuming that the two alphabets of the puzzle coincide, as shown, the following results hold:
(i) The puzzle can be expressed as a sum over a product of two triangle-shaped lozenges:
where is a Young diagram encoded by a binary string of green and red particles. Proof. Draw a horizontal line bisecting (4.1), and consider the n tiles which lie on it. Because the two alphabets coincide, the ratio of spectral parameters of every tile along this line is equal to 1. This means that the tile can never occur along the central horizontal line. This, in turn, implies that each site along the horizontal line can be unoccupied, occupied by a green or red particle, but never occupied by both. Now consider the Young diagrams and . Diagram contains k green particles and n k empty sites, while contains n k red particles and k empty sites. Since particles must be conserved, we conclude that in every possible configuration of (4.1), a total of n particles cross the bisecting horizontal line. This completely saturates the sites along the line, since double-occupation is forbidden. We conclude that the central horizontal line always produces a binary string of green and red particles, and (i) follows immediately.
For the proof of (ii), observe that the set of tiles ¹ º are (collectively) invariant under reflection about their central vertical axis and the interchange red $ green. Using this symmetry, one can easily show that the cases (a) and (b) are equivalent, so we focus on (a). Because D ¿, the first k sites on the top left boundary are occupied by green particles, and the remainder are empty. Drawing only the top half of (4.1) we have the boundary conditions shown in Figure 1 (a) . Now consider the first site on the boundary corresponding with .
1. If it is occupied by a red particle, the path traced by that particle is completely constrained: it must propagate diagonally downward, ultimately terminating at the first site of the horizontal boundary. Since that site cannot then also be occupied by a green particle, the k green particles propagate horizontally one step to the right. The result is a shrinking of the triangular lozenge from size n to n 1, with boundary conditions now featuring k green particles and n k 1 red particles, as shown in Figure 1 (b) .
2. If it is empty, we can conclude that the first site of the horizontal boundary cannot be occupied by a red particle. Indeed, were that site occupied by a red particle, it would be impossible to tile the triangular lozenge using the available tiles. We conclude that the first site of the horizontal boundary is occupied by a green particle, forcing all k green particles to propagate one step diagonally downward. The result is a shrinking of the triangular lozenge from size n to n 1, with boundary conditions now featuring k 1 green particles and n k red particles, as shown in Figure 1 (c) .
In either of the cases 1 or 2, we arrive at a smaller triangular region with boundary conditions that allow us to repeat our reasoning. After n iterations of this argument, the triangular lozenge will be completely frozen, with all red lines propagating diagonally downward, and green particles occupying all "spare" sites on the horizontal boundary:
The total Boltzmann weight is just 1 (since the tiles and can never occur, and can only occur along the horizontal line, where the ratio of spectral parameters is always 1), while the resulting Young diagram along the horizontal boundary is D . This completes the proof of (ii) (a).
The proof of (iii) is similar, but extra care must be taken because of the tile . Indeed, the presence of this tile prevents the set ¹ º from being 180 degree rotationally invariant, so we cannot simply treat the bottom half of the lozenge (4.1) in the same way as we treated the top half. As before, we focus on (iii) (a), since (iii) (b) can be deduced by reflective symmetry arguments. Because D ¿, the final n k sites along the bottom left boundary are occupied by red particles, and the remainder are empty. Drawing only the bottom half of (4.1), we have boundary conditions of the type shown in Figure 2 1. If it is occupied by a green particle, that particle is forced to evolve to the first site of the horizontal boundary, without deviation. This constrains the red particles to each take one step in the horizontal direction, and we obtain a triangular region of size n 1 bordered by n k red and k 1 green particles, as shown in Figure 2 (b). The Boltzmann weight of the frozen strip is z 1 =z n kC1 , due to the appearance of the tile .
2. If it is unoccupied, two situations may arise. The first is that all red particles propagate one step diagonally upwards, as in Figure 2 (c). This shrinks the size of the triangular region by one, and the resulting region is bordered by n k 1 red and k green particles. The Boltzmann weight of the frozen strip is 1. The second possibility is the configuration of Figure 2 (d) , which shrinks the size of the triangular region by two, the resulting region being bordered by n k 1 red and k 1 green particles. This configuration is only possible if the second-last site of the boundary is occupied by a green particle. In this case the Boltzmann weight of the frozen strip is z 1 =z n kC1 , due to the tile .
One is able to iterate this process, successively reducing the size of the triangular region. In view of the two possibilities listed in 2 it will not, in general, be completely frozen (in contrast to part (ii) of the lemma). In fact, there will be a total of 2 g. / configurations; g. / being the number of green particles in which are followed by an empty site. For each of these g. / particles there is the possibility of hopping one step to the left, or not, in the transition to the state along the horizontal line:
It is now easy to conclude that
, and vanishes otherwise. This proves (iii) (a).
4.2.
Proof of main theorems for n large enough. We now proceed with the proof of the various theorems, modulo a hypothesis on n which will be made clear below. We consider the following identity, obtained by repeated application of the Yang-Baxter equation (Proposition 3): We now discuss the behavior of red and green lines inside these hexagons by subdividing them into regions, labelled from A to J. Note that examples of configurations are given in Cases 1-4 below.
There are four "frozen" regions, namely, A, B, H, I, in which by inspection, lines can only go straight: green lines go north-west from the boundary in A while red lines go east in A and then north-east in B; and the same up to a 180 degree rotation in H and I.
Next, there are four "two-color" regions, namely D, E, F, G, in which only green lines occur. As in [22] , one needs to carefully analyze regions D and F. Let us consider for example F (D can be treated identically by rotating the argument 180 degrees). We want to make sure that the green lines starting at the bottom exit through the left side of F. The rightmost green line must end at location k Cw. /, if we number the north-west boundary from bottom to top. This means that the location (counted from bottom to top) of the rightmost green line when it crosses the diagonal line starting at the bottom of the junction of J and F cannot exceed k C w. / plus the number of steps to the left it can make in region J. Now there are two types of such steps: either (i) without using the K-tile, which means the red lines go straight through that green line; but only the w. / C h. Q / bottommost red lines are allowed to make such straight crossings, because of their starting/endpoints; or (ii) using the K-tile, which is innocuous for red particles; however, each K-tile is always surrounded by the same three neighboring triangles, namely so that a given green line can cross at most n=2 such tiles in region J. The result is that the location in question is at most k C w. / C w. / C h. Q / C n=2. Let us therefore assume in what follows that n > 2.k C w. / C w. / C h. Q // (we do not claim this bound to be optimal, but any bound is sufficient for our purposes). Then this location is less than or equal to n, and the rightmost green line (and therefore, all others) exit through the left side of F.
We conclude that regions D, E, F and G are exactly of the type considered in Section 3.5, i.e., without any red lines and with boundary conditions of the form of (3.13) . Therefore, the summation over configurations of these regions produce four Grothendieck polynomials.
Finally, putting everything together, and using the graphical notation that was defined at the beginning of this section for regions C and J, we find the "master identity"
which is valid for n large enough at fixed k; ; ; Q ; Q .
The proofs now consist of specializing this identity to four cases:
We rewrite identity (4.2):
In the left-hand side, one can apply Lemma 1:
The sum in the left-hand side is actually known (see [8] , for the non-equivariant case); we can evaluate it in the present framework by first considering (4.3) at the further specialization
In the left-hand side, using once more Lemma 1, it is easy to see that only two configurations contribute to the puzzle, namely corresponding respectively to D ¿ D k .n k/ and D . Using
Q n i Dn kC1 z 1 i . In the right-hand side of (4.3), we can also apply Lemma 1; we then obtain
Simplifying and renaming Q to , we find the desired identity
which interprets nicely part (iii) of Lemma 1. Now we go back to the general case of (4.4). Using identity (4.5), we obtain
This is our first non-trivial identity, showing how to expand in the basis of Grothendieck polynomials the product of a Grothendieck polynomial and a dual Grothendieck polynomial, the latter having a different secondary alphabet. We can further rewrite this identity by lowering all the indices; we easily find, after substitutions 7 ! , 7 ! , E y 7 ! E y:
This is very similar to Theorem 3 00 , the extra factors being manifestly a conjugation that should be absorbed in the weights of the puzzle. Indeed, we perform the following transformation: for each elementary lozenge whose weight depends on w D y i =z j , as is the case above, we give an extra weight y i (resp. y 1 i ) to NW (resp. SE) empty edges; and an extra weight z j (resp. z 1 j ) to NE (resp. SW) edges with both red and green lines. This turns the weights given in Table 1 into the modified weights given in Table 2 , and the equation above becomes exactly the statement of Theorem 3 00 . Next we impose E y D E z. One more application of Lemma 1 directly leads to Theorem 3 0 .
The reasoning is the same: we start from (4.2) and use Lemma 1 supplemented by (4.5):
After some obvious notational simplifications, we obtain another remarkable identity:
(compare with (4.6)). Finally, set E z D E y and compute, using h i in K T .Gr.k; n//,
We find that the prefactors can once again be absorbed by using the modified weights given in Table 2 . We then recognize Theorem 3.
Thanks to the identity (4.5), we can perform the summation over Q , and obtain
which is nothing but Theorem 2.
Stability.
The results of the previous section were based on the identity (4.2), which is only valid for n large enough. We now show that our theorems remain true for all values of n for which they make sense, i.e., such that all Young diagrams have width at most n k; this is related to "stability" of the various quantities as one varies n.
The first observation is that given an (abstractly defined, i.e., without bounding box) Young diagram with at most k rows, the polynomial G . N xI E y/ as defined in Section 2.1 is independent of the choice of n (with the condition mentioned above that n k > w. /). This can be readily seen from Proposition 1, since the location of the rightmost green dot on the top row is precisely w. / C k 6 n. Anything to its right is empty, which shows the stability property. We also conclude that the dependence of G on its secondary alphabet is only on y 1 ; : : : ; y w. /Ck 1 .
Next, we consider the equality of Theorem 2, which was proven in the previous section for large enough n. Since all Grothendieck polynomials satisfy the stability above, the c ; . E y/ are independent of n. Now consider an equivariant puzzle (see [30] ), e.g., for n D 10, k D 5, It is clear that the width of the bottom Young diagram determines the frozen region, namely, anything right of the line coming out of the rightmost bottom green dot is frozen. Therefore, we can truncate the puzzle around its left corner to a sub-puzzle of size w. / C k (in the example, 7), with same Young diagrams ; ; ; the transformation preserves weights.
We conclude that puzzles and their weights are also stable, and therefore, the sum over puzzles is equal to c ; . E y/. The other theorems can be proven similarly, and we shall not repeat the reasoning. For Theorems 2 0 and 2 00 , one should note that dual Grothendieck polynomials are stable only after substitution E y 7 ! E y and 7 ! , due to their very definition (this can also be obtained from Proposition 1). With such substitutions, the proper stability conditions can be proven. Theorems 3 and 3 0 follow (without any restriction on n) from identity (4.7) and Theorem 3 00 , respectively; the stability of the latter is again proven straightforwardly.
Discussion

5.1.
Higher expectation values. The main results of this paper concern the calculation of certain "three-point functions" in the ring K T .Gr.k; n//, i.e., hG G G i and hG G G i.
Of course, higher expectation values follow immediately by repeated insertion of the decomposition of the identity 1 D P jG ihG j, recalling that the ¹G º and ¹G º form dual bases.
D and D and where we have removed spectral parameters since they are everywhere given by E z. The circles at vertices are in principle redundant at this stage. Note that this factorization of the Rmatrix occurs in the general U q . 1 sl.3// R-matrix in [15] ; our R-matrix is a degenerate version of it, and at ratio of spectral parameters equal to 1, our model is a degenerate version of the loop model on the triangular lattice considered in [15] .
Gluing together these vertices (and respecting the orientation of each edge, since the two dual bases ¹G º and ¹G º are distinct), we produce planar trees where each vertex is colored white or black. If we take the four-valent graphs of the previous paragraph, set all spectral parameters to E z, and then apply the identity above, we obtain only "bipartite" graphs this way (i.e., neighboring vertices have different colors); this in particular explains why we do not have a Molev-Sagan type rule for (non-dual) double Grothendieck polynomials. It is however important to note that in the present setting, bipartiteness is not required.
For example, computing the coefficient of G in the triple product G G G amounts to one of the two diagrams D If one insists on returning to the triangular lattice, then one should be careful that some puzzles are rotated˙120 degrees, requiring to use the tiles of Table 3 ; e.g., for the first of the two diagrams above with D D , D D , we find . This means that the planarity of the trees is actually irrelevant; it would be interesting to see this at the integrable level, as well as to find an interpretation for Verlinde-type formulae.
Non-equivariant setting. Finally, we consider the non-equivariant case, i.e., the content of Theorems 1 and 1 0 . Now the vertices are completely 120 degree rotationally invariant, and one may choose orientations of edges arbitrarily, since their only use is to keep track of the way to read partitions (i.e., the orientation of an edge marked can be inverted at the cost of replacing with ). In particular, the orientation of internal edges is irrelevant and may be omitted.
Each tree made of such vertices then computes the expectation value
where the a are the partitions associated to external edges of the tree, and we have assumed for simplicity that all external arrows are incoming. Many diagrams may therefore lead to the same computation. For example, h.G / 6 x 1 x 2 i in K.Gr.2; 5// (answering the Schubert calculus question "how many lines intersect 6 given planes in 4-space?"; the power of x 1 x 2 is actually irrelevant, since this is really a question in cohomology) is given as follows:
h.G / 6 x 1 x 2 i D D D D 5:
Note that the first diagram is nothing but h.G / 3 Q 4 i D1 x i i in K.Gr.4; 10//.
Mosaics.
As in [14, 22] for puzzles without K-tiles, one can reformulate our puzzles as tilings of certain regions of the plane with a set of elementary tiles. The K-tile then corresponds to a "shield" tile, shown last below:
We refer to the website [23] for a demonstration of this representation.
